The Escali SmartConnect mobile app is compatible with the SmartConnect Body Scale or Kitchen Scale
to help you keep track of your diet and body weight all in one place.

SC115KS SmartConnect™ Bluetooth® Kitchen Scale
Send wireless measurements from the SmartConnect™ Kitchen Scale to the Escali SmartConnect™ app on
your Apple or Android mobile device to analyze up to 35 nutrients from a database of over 8,000 food items
and save those measurements in a private food journal to graph nutrition over time and spot trends before
they become problems. Scale is useful even when it is not paired to the SmartConnect™ mobile app.

Smartphone not included

Features:
• Send wireless weight measurements to the Escali SmartConnect™ app
• Bluetooth® Low Energy technology (Bluetooth 4.0)
• Smooth glass surface with integrated touch sensitive controls
• Tare feature to reset the scale to zero weight
• Automatic Shut-off ensures long battery life (3 AAA batteries included)
• Back light display for low light environments
• Capacity: 11 pounds (5,000 grams)
• Graduation: 0.1 ounce (1 gram)
• Kitchen timer
• Dimensions: 9.75” x 6” x .75”

SC200BS SmartConnect™ Bluetooth® Body Scale
Send wireless measurements from the SmartConnect™ Body Scale to the Escali
SmartConnect™ app on your Apple or Android mobile device to track body
weight, BMI, set goals and view progress.
Features:
• Send wireless weight measurements to the Escali SmartConnect™ app
• Bluetooth® Low Energy technology (Bluetooth 4.0)
• Instant on technology
• Black glass platform with display hold technology
• Automatic Shut-off ensures long battery life (4 AAA batteries included)
• Back light display for low light environments
• Capacity: 440 pounds (200 kilograms)
• Graduation: 0.1 ounce (1 gram)
• Dimensions: 12.5” x 12.5” x 1”

Smartphone not included

KITCHEN and MULTIFUNCTIONAL DIGITAL SCALES
#ST115 BELA Scale
The Bela features rounded edges that are graceful and durable. Touch sensitive controls
and a stainless steel plate make this scale easy to wipe clean.
Features:
• Touch sensitive controls
• Tare feature to reset the scale to zero weight
• Automatic Shut-off ensures long battery life (1 lithium battery included)
• Measures: ounces, pounds + ounces, fluid ounces, grams and milliliters
• Capacity: 11 pounds (5,000 grams)
• Graduation: 0.1 ounce (1 gram)
• Dimensions: 8.5” x 5.94” x .75”

#157 ARTI Glass Scale
Capable of weighing liquid and dry ingredients up to an astounding 15 lbs with an
accuracy of 0.1 ounces, or 1 gram. The Arti's crisp and clear display, which is 50% larger
than commonly found on a kitchen scale, sits between the user friendly touch sensitive
controls. Also available in natural bamboo surface (#ECO157).
Features:
• Smooth glass surface makes clean up fast and easy
• Display hold: weight holds on screen when weighing large items
• Automatic shut-off feature ensures long battery life (2 lithium batteries included)
• Tare feature: subtracts a container’s weight to obtain the weight of its contents
• Measures: ounces, pounds + ounces, fluid ounces, grams and milliliters
• Capacity: 15 pounds (7 kilograms)
• Graduation: 0.1 ounce (1 gram)
• Dimensions: 9” x 6.5” x .75”
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#V136 PANA Scale
A cup is a cup, is a cup - but is it? Measuring cups can yield different results depending
on the density of the ingredient and how the cook packs it. The Pana scale solves this
problem with accurate volume measurements in cups and tablespoons.
Features:
• A bakers must have scale
• Switch between regular weighing mode and volume mode
• Automatic shut-off feature ensures long battery life (1 9V battery included)
• Tare feature: subtracts a container’s weight to obtain the weight of its contents
• Measures: cups, tablespoons, ounces, pounds + ounces, fluid ounces, grams and milliliters
• Capacity: 13 pounds (6 kilograms)
• Graduation: 0.1 ounce (1 gram)
• Dimensions: 9.25” x 7.75” x 1.5”

#115G VITRA Glass Platform Scale
The Vitra comes with a tempered glass platform and enhanced qualities including a
timer, kitchen clock and ambient air thermometer.
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Features:
• Removable tempered glass surface makes clean up fast and easy
• Automatic shut-off feature ensures long battery life (3 AAA batteries included)
• Tare feature: subtracts a container’s weight to obtain the weight of its contents
• Measures: ounces, pounds + ounces, grams and kilograms
• Capacity: 11 pounds (5 kilograms)
• Graduation: 0.1 ounce (1 gram)
• Dimensions: 9” x 6” x 1.5”

#115NS CESTO Diet Tracking Nutritional Scale
The ultra slim Cesto portable nutritional scale allows the user to have access to weight
and nutritional data at home and away. The user friendly "touch glass" display shows
calories, sodium, protein, fat, carbohydrates, cholesterol or fiber via the input of 999
different food codes. The Cesto can calculate total nutritional value for up to 99 different
meal components. Smooth, glass surface makes clean up fast and easy.
Features:
• Tracks calories, sodium, protein, fat, carbohydrates, cholesterol or fiber
• Memory Recall feature: allows user to add multiple food components for net nutritional values
• Tare feature: subtracts a container’s weight to obtain the weight of its contents
• Automatic Shut-off ensures long battery life (1 lithium battery included)
• Measures: ounces, pounds + ounces, fluid ounces, grams and milliliters
• Capacity: 11 pounds (5 kilograms)
• Graduation: 0.1 ounce (1 gram)
• Dimensions: 11.5” x 8.25” x 2.25”

#P115 PRIMO Scale
The Primo scale comes in a variety of eye catching colors. These digital scales are very
easy to use with the two-button operation.
Features:
• Sealed buttons and display for protection against accidental spills
• Automatic shut-off feature ensures long battery life (2 AA batteries included)
• Tare feature: subtracts a container’s weight to obtain the weight of its contents
• Measures: ounces, pounds + ounces and grams
• Capacity: 11 pounds (5 kilograms)
• Graduation: 0.1 ounce (1 gram)
• Dimensions: 8.5” x 6” x 1.65”
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#2210S PASSO 22 lb. Stainless Steel Scale
A sleek, compact, multifunctional scale that measures liquids and solids. These scales
have user friendly touch sensitive technology, a crisp reverse LCD display to provide
easier readings and a stylish design with a modern stainless steel weighing surface.
Features:
• Automatic shut-off feature ensures long battery life (2 lithium batteries included)
• Tare feature: subtracts a container’s weight to obtain the weight of its contents
• Measures: ounces, pounds + ounces, fluid ounces, grams and milliliters
• Capacity: 22 pounds (10 kilograms)
• Graduation: 0.1 ounce (1 gram)
• Dimensions: 9.5” x 6.5” x .75”

#W2 WEIGH’N Scale
A multifunctional scale for helping with portion control, taking the hobby to the next
level of accuracy, becoming a postmaster or even mastering the culinary arts. This scale
offers unprecedented value in a clean, multifunctional design.
Features:
• Front mounted buttons ensure easy access when weighing larg items
• Automatic shut-off feature ensures long battery life (2 AAA batteries included)
• Tare feature: subtracts a container’s weight to obtain the weight of its contents
• Measures: ounces, pounds + ounces and grams
• Capacity: 11 pounds (5 kilograms)
• Graduation: 0.1 ounce (1 gram)
• Dimensions: 5.5” x 7.5” x 1.5”
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BATH and BODY SCALES
#T180 Traveling Body Scale
This compact and portable body weight scale is perfect for the frequent traveler.
The small platform size also makes it a great space saver in smaller bathrooms.
Features:
• Automatic Shut-off ensures long battery life (2 lithium batteries included)
• Measures: pounds and kilograms
• Capacity: 400 pounds (180 kilograms)
• Graduation: 0.2 pound (0.1 kilogram)
• Dimensions: 8.68” x 11.88” x .75”

#WB180 Body Composition Scale
This body composition scale measures 6 key health metrics and features an
extra wide platform to allow for a wider, more natural stance. A large back light
display makes reading measurements easy.
Features:
• Extra wide weighing platform
• Automatic Shut-off feature ensures long battery life (4 AAA batteries included)
• Measures: pounds, kilograms, body fat %, body water %, muscle mass %, bone mass and basal
metabolic rate
• Capacity: 400 pounds (180 kilograms)
• Graduation: 0.2 pound (0.1 kilogram)
• Dimensions: 9.56” x 14.25” x 1”

#LB180 Lunar Blue Body Scale
This designer bathroom scale features blue accents and a unique circular window
set within the square white platform.
Features:
• Automatic Shut-off feature ensures long battery life (4 AAA batteries included)
• Measures: pounds and kilograms
• Capacity: 400 pounds (180 kilograms)
• Graduation: 0.2 pound (0.1 kilogram)
• Dimensions: 12.31” x 12.31” x .94”

#ECO200 Bamboo Bathroom Scale
This forward thinking bathroom scale is light and durable with a natural bamboo
platform. This scale also features a blue back light display.
Features:
• Automatic Shut-off feature ensures long battery life (2 AA batteries included)
• Measures: pounds and kilograms
• Capacity: 440 pounds (200 kilograms)
• Graduation: 0.2 pound (0.1 kilogram)
• Dimensions: 11.75” x 11.75” x 1.25”
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#US200L Easy Read Body Scale
The Easy Read Body scale features an extra large display and low profile for a safe
and stable base. The bright blue back light adds extra visibility in low light
environments and the Display Hold feature ensures you never miss a measurement!
Features:
• Extra large & easy to read display (3.7” x 3” )
• Ultra low profile makes the scale safe, stable and easy to step on
• Automatic-on & Shut-off features ensure long battery life and eliminate any need to bend
over to operate the scale (4 AAA batteries included)
• Measures: pounds and kilograms
• Capacity: 440 pounds (200 kilograms)
• Graduation: 0.2 pound (0.1 kilogram)
• Dimensions: 12.5” x 12” x .75”

#ECO180 SOLAR Powered Bamboo Bath Scale
This eco-friendly scale is powered by its own solar panels and features a natural
bamboo weighing surface. The Instant-on and Automatic Shut-off features make
the ECO180 very easy to use. Simply step on, wait for the display to blink, and
step off. With the user friendly Display Hold feature, weight measurements will
stay on display even after you step off the scale.
Features:
• Solar powered by artificial or natural light
• Measures: pounds, kilograms and stones
• Capacity: 400 pounds (180 kilograms)
• Graduation: 0.2 pound (0.1 kilogram)
• Dimensions: 12.25” x 12.25” x 1.5”

#S200 Stainless Steel Bath Scale
The S200 features a large stainless steel platform with a sleek and stylish design.
The Instant-on and Automatic Shut-off features make this body weight scale very
easy to use. Simply step on, wait for the display to blink and step off. Weight
measurements are then easily read from the LED display for an additional 5
seconds with the Display Hold feature.
Features:
• Oversized stainless steel weighing platform
• Instant-on & Automatic shut-off features ensure long battery life (6 AAA batteries included)
• Measures: pounds and kilograms
• Capacity: 440 pounds (200 kilograms)
• Graduation: 0.2 pound (0.1 kilogram)
• Dimensions: 13.75” x 13.5” x .75”

#US180B Ultra Slim Bath Scale
This sleek black bathroom scale with blue back light and stainless steel display
will have an understated presence in your bathroom. The ultra slim design is
equipped with an instant weighing mode feature providing instant weighing data
as the scale turns on automatically when user steps on it. The large display and
10 second hold feature will give the user easy access to body weight info.
Features:
• Instant-on & Automatic shut-off features ensure long battery life (4 AAA batteries included)
• Measures: pounds and kilograms
• Capacity: 400 pounds (180 kilograms)
• Graduation: 0.2 pound (0.1 kilogram)
• Dimensions: 11.75” x 12” x .65”
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#B180RC Clear Glass Bath Scale
High quality, impact resistant bathroom scale with tempered clear glass round
platform and sleek black accents.
Features:
• Tap on technology
• Clear tempered glass platform
• Automatic Shut-off feature ensures long battery life (2 lithium batteries included)
• Measures: pounds and kilograms
• Capacity: 400 pounds (180 kilograms)
• Graduation: 0.2 pound (0.1 kilogram)
• Dimensions: 13” x 13” x 1.5”

#USHM180G

#USHM180G Ultra Slim Health Monitoring Scale
#USHM180S Ultra Slim Health Monitoring Scale
This smart Health Monitor bathroom scale measures body weight, body fat,
body water and muscle mass. The scale is ultra thin in design and capable of
storing individual user data for up to 4 users. The instant-on technology will
immediately display weight followed by body fat, body water and muscle mass
data to the user.

#USHM180S

Features:
• Large tempered glass platform
• Automatic Shut-off feature ensures long battery life (2 lithium batteries included)
• 4 user profiles with automatic profile selection
• Measures: pounds and kilograms
• Capacity: 400 pounds (180 kilograms)
• Graduation: 0.2 pound (0.1 kilogram)
• Dimensions: 12.25” x 12.25” x .85” (#USHM180G) black scale
• Dimensions: 11.75” x 12” x .85” (#USHM180S) silver scale

#BFBW200 Body Fat & Body Water Bath Scale
This bathroom scale features advanced digital weighing technology that provides
a high tech analysis of the fitness level of the user. This scale measures percentage
of body fat, body water and weight for up to ten individual users.
Features:
• Large tempered glass platform
•Body weight only mode
• Automatic Shut-off feature ensures long battery life (2 lithium batteries included)
• 10 user profiles with automatic profile selection
• Measures: pounds and kilograms
• Capacity: 440 pounds (200 kilograms)
• Graduation: 0.2 pound (0.1 kilogram)
• Dimensions: 13.85” x 13.85” x 2”

#USTT200 Track & Target Bath Scale
Set your goal and track your progress. The ultra slim digital bathroom scale will
help the user to follow their progress until the preset target weight is achieved.
This scale is capable of storing individual user data for up to 4 users. Displays the
current weight, goal weight, difference to goal weight and difference since last
weigh-in.
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Features:
• Large tempered glass platform
• Automatic Shut-off feature ensures long battery life (4 AAA batteries included)
• 4 user profiles with automatic profile selection
• Measures: pounds and kilograms
• Capacity: 440 pounds (200 kilograms)
• Graduation: 0.2 pound (0.1 kilogram)
• Dimensions: 12.75” x 13” x .75”

#11050B or #11050W VELO Luggage Scale
Never pay overweight bag fees again! This high quality luggage scale features easy,
1-button operation, stainless steel clasp and a tough nylon strap. Available in
either white or black.
Features:
• Measures luggage up to 110 lbs (50 kilograms)
• Graduation: 0.2 pound (0.1 kilogram)
• Ergonomically crafted handle fits naturally in your hand to make lifting easier
• Overload indicator helps to prevent damage to the scale
• Data Lock feature: holds your luggage’s weight on screen even after setting it down
• Tare feature: subtracts a container’s weight to obtain the weight of its contents
• Automatic Shut-off feature ensures long battery life (1 lithium battery included)
• Dimensions: 6” x 1.5” x 1.5”

#11050B

#11050W

HEALTH and WELLNESS PACKAGES
Combine measuring and motivational tools with a healthy dose of
guidance. Choose the HEALTH magazine package for tips on exercise,
nutrition and dieting. Choose the COOKING LIGHT magazine
package for loads of healthy recipes to keep you on track.
Combine the 1 year subscription of your choice with an Escali kitchen
and bath scale for a more effective weight management strategy.
Proactively manage your food portions and keep track of your body
weight and composition.

115G

OR

YOU CHOOSE

#115G-HEALTH or #115G-COOKINGLT Package

+

1 Year Magazine Subscription (choose Health or Cooking Light)

#BFBW200-HEALTH or #BFBW200-COOKINGLT Package

+
BFBW200

1 Year Magazine Subscription (choose Health or Cooking Light)
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#PES11033-HEALTH or #PES11033-COOKINGLT Package

+
B180RC

+

1 Year Magazine
Subscription
(choose Health or Cooking Light)

P115CH

#PES11020-HEALTH or #PES11020-COOKINGLT Package

+

1 Year Magazine
Subscription
(choose Health or Cooking Light)

115G

#PES11007-HEALTH or #PES11007-COOKINGLT Package

+
USHM180G
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+
115NS

1 Year Magazine
Subscription
(choose Health or Cooking Light)
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